VistaCool
Never empty your condenser bottle again.

VistaCool, the only direct-to-drain system designed from the ground up for your STATIM® 2000 and 5000 cassette autoclaves and other selected sterilizers.

**FEATURES**

UNIVERSAL SYSTEM
VistaCool will work with STATIM 2000 or 5000 and other select sterilizers.

SMART DESIGN
Triangular water tank is shaped to take up less space under your sink. Double unit services 2 sterilizers. No counter drilling or air gap (in most cases).

ECO DESIGN
Water tank is made of recycled plastic material.

EASY TO USE
No consumable parts nor daily maintenance is required.

ROBUST
System will continuously cool your sterilizers hot exhaust and drain it safely – no matter how many cycles you run.

COMPLIANT
All components and system set-up are compliant with most regional plumbing codes.

VALIDATED
VistaCool is the only direct-to-drain product designed to safely and effectively drain the steam exhaust from STATIM 2000 or 5000 and other select sterilizers.

COMPATIBLE
Can be used with all drainage pipe material types.

FAST
Drains sterilizer exhaust safely and automatically.

EFFICIENT
Eliminates wasted staff time emptying condenser bottle.

COST EFFECTIVE
Dedicate more resources to patient care and less on maintenance.

Sophisticated wax motor allows cold water into the system ONLY when the sterilizer is in use.

Please consult with your authorized SciCan dealer or representative for pre-installation checklist.